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Summing up, we see that a system of forces can be reduced to a principal force R acting at any assumed base point 0, together with three couples (F, OA\ (G, OB} and (J5T, 00), having their astatic arms arranged along any three assumed straight lines OA, OB, OC fixed in. the body and not all in one plane.
It may be seen that this reasoning, as far as we have gone, is the same as that used in the corresponding proposition, when the body is fixed in space (Vol. L, Art. 257). The difference is, that when the body has only one position in space these three couples may be compounded into a single couple. But no single couple can be found which is equivalent to these, when the body may assume any position in space (Art. 8).
10. Consider any one position of the forces and of the body. In this position let X, F, Z, be the components along the axes of any force P. To find the resultant force R, we bring all these P's to act at the base 0. The force R is therefore the resultant of 2-3T, 2 F, 2^ acting at 0 along the axes. To avoid the continual recurrence of the symbol 2 it will be convenient to represent these components by XQ> F0, Z0.
To find the force F we seek the resultant of all the forces similar to P%/a acting at A. The force F is therefore the resultant of the three forces 2X#/a, 2F#/a, ^Zxja acting at A parallel to the axes. In the same way the forces G and H are the resultants of S-Ty/6, 2Fy/6, S-Zy/i and of ^Xzjc, 2F*/c, 2^/c. It will be found convenient to represent the summations 2X#, 2-STy &c. by the symbols XX) Xy> &c.
In this way the three couples (F, a), ((?, 6), (H, c) are resolved into nine elementary couples whose astatic moments are represented by the constituents of either of the following determinantal figures
couple (F, a) = 2X0, 2Fa, %Zx = Xx, Yx, Zx couple <<?, 6) = 2Zy, 2Fy, 2Zy = Xy, Fy, Zy couple (flr,c) = 2Z^ 2Fs, 2Z* = Z,, Yz, Zz
where the common arms of the three couples in the first, second and third rows are 0-4, OB, 00 respectively. Thus the small letter or suffix indicates the axis on which the astatic arm is situated, while the large letter indicates the direction of the force. This convenient notation is the same as that used by Darboux. These will be referred to afterwards as the nine elementary

